MEASURING COASTAL SUSTAINABILITY
A guide for the self-assessment of sustainability
using indicators and a means of scoring them
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The SUSTAIN Indicator Set
ANNEX 1: GOVERNANCE
‘TO PROVIDE CONSISTENT MANAGEMENT, COHESIVE POLICIES, GUIDANCE, PROCESSES AND
DECISIONS FOR THE WISE USE OF THE COAST’
ISSUE

Policies / strategies
for sustainability

QUESTIONS
1

A sustainable development strategy which includes specific
references to the coast and adjacent marine is in place?

2

There is effective political support for the sustainability process?

3

There are integrated, sustainability development plans?

4

The SUSTAIN Issues are covered by relevant policies at the
local/regional level?

5

The SUSTAIN Issues are covered by relevant legal instruments at
the local/regional level?

6

Guidelines have been produced by national, regional or local
governments which advise planning authorities on appropriate
sustainable uses of the coastal zone?

7

Strategic Environmental Assessments are used to regularly
examine policies, strategies and plans for integration of
sustainable activities?

8

Sustainability targets have been set?

9

The sustainability targets are regularly reviewed?

10

There is regular monitoring of the coastal area with respect to
the sustainability issues?

11

A report on the State of the Coast has been written with the
intention of repeating the exercise every five or ten years?

12

Reviewing and evaluating progress in implementing sustainability
criteria is regularly conducted?

13

Assessment of sustainability issues shows a demonstrable trend
towards a more sustainable use of coastal and marine resources?

Monitoring tools for
sustainability

Y

N

DK

The SUSTAIN Indicator Set
ANNEX 1: GOVERNANCE
‘TO PROVIDE CONSISTENT MANAGEMENT, COHESIVE POLICIES, GUIDANCE, PROCESSES AND
DECISIONS FOR THE WISE USE OF THE COAST’
ISSUE

QUESTIONS
14

Local/regional administrations have adequate capacity of staff
to deal with sustainability matters?

15

Local/regional administrations have adequate expertise
available to deal with sustainability matters?

16

Staff is trained on coastal sustainability matters?

17

All the relevant administrative levels and departments are
collectively working on sustainability matters?

18

There is an identifiable point of contact for coastal sustainability
matters?

19

Existing instruments are being adapted to deal with
sustainability management matters

20

A long-term financial commitment is in place for undertaking
initiatives which aim towards sustainability?

21

Integrated programmes on the coast are being carried out that
improve the sustainability of the area?

22

All stakeholders involved in sustainability performance have
been identified and are both informed and involved?

23

Partnerships have been established between local authorities
and communities for sustainability matters?

24

There is a public participation process involving all necessary
stakeholders, including business?

Human resources
capacity building

Implementation of
good management
practices

Stakeholder
involvement/ public
participation

(Y = Yes; N = No; DK = Do not know)

Y

N

DK

The SUSTAIN Indicator Set
ANNEX 2: ECONOMICS
‘TO PROMOTE AND SUPPORT A VIGOROUS AND SUSTAINABLE COASTAL ECONOMY’

ISSUE: Economic Opportunity
CORE INDICATORS

1 Employment by sector

Description: Percentage of the overall employed workforce by
sector (e.g. % employed in fishing and agriculture, % employed
in manufacturing)
Units: %

2 Unemployment rate

Description: The unemployment rate is defined as the number
of unemployed persons as a percentage of the total labour
force. NB Not all people out of work are classified as
unemployed. Those who have not actively sought work in the
last four weeks and/or are not available to start work in the
next two weeks are classified as economically inactive, rather
than unemployed, in accordance with International Labour
Organisation guidelines.
Units: %

3 Gross Value Added (per sector of

economy, explicitly focusing on
coastal dependent activities like
fishing, aquaculture, tourism, port
activities)

Description: Gross value added (GVA) is defined as the value of
all newly generated goods and services less the value of the
cost of the raw materials and other goods and services that are
used up by production.
Units: % Monetary unit / Sector activity

OPTIONAL INDICATOR
Expenditures and Investments in
coastal management

Description: This indicates what resources are being committed
in order to manage the coast in an integrated way rather than
taking each service separately.
Units: % of monetary units ((€, £, …) dedicated to an integrated
management approach

ISSUE: Land Use
CORE INDICATOR

4 People and assets at risk in in
coastal areas

Description: People and assets at high risk from coastal
flooding or erosion. Flooding can be caused by storm surges,
river or sea flooding or a combination of all these.

The SUSTAIN Indicator Set
ANNEX 2: ECONOMICS
‘TO PROMOTE AND SUPPORT A VIGOROUS AND SUSTAINABLE COASTAL ECONOMY’
Units:% of coastal areas at risk according to the Flood Directive

OPTIONAL INDICATOR

2 Re-use of urban and derelict land

Description: This indicates the percentage of previously used
land redeveloped in a year.
Units: %

ISSUE: Tourism
CORE INDICATORS

5 Tourism Intensity

Description: A measure of tourism pressure mainly upon social
and environmental systems. There are thresholds for this index
in terms of sustainability set out in the EU’s Environment and
Tourism in the Context of Sustainable Development, DGXI-EC
(1993).
Units: No. of tourist / resident population/ year

6 Beaches with eco-label awards

Description: Awards that show the number of beaches
designated as bathing areas which achieved good
environmental quality
Units: absolute number of certifications; % of beaches with
eco-label

7 Recreational boating

Description: The number of berths and moorings for
recreational boating gives an indication of the pressure upon
the coastal system.
Units: No. of berths and moorings where codes of practice
(discharges, recycling, boat maintenance) are provided.

OPTIONAL INDICATORS
Bed occupancy rate

Description: Proportion of available tourist beds that are
occupied over a year.
Units: %

Seasonal homes

Description: Homes that are occupied only part of the year and
are not the occupant’s primary residence.
Units: %
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ANNEX 2: ECONOMICS
‘TO PROMOTE AND SUPPORT A VIGOROUS AND SUSTAINABLE COASTAL ECONOMY’

ISSUE: Transportation
CORE INDICATORS

8 Transport usage

Description: This indicator is defined as the share of use
of each mode of transport as a percentage of the use of
total transport. In some countries this may be expressed in
passenger-kilometres, in others it may be the number of people
using different transport modes for specific purposes like
travelling to work.
Units: % passenger Km using other than private car

9 Transport of Goods

Description: The quantity of goods and people passing through
the port annually
Units: % of goods transported through ports and by train.

OPTIONAL INDICATORS
Vehicle ownership

Description: Car ownership per capita.
Units: %

Degree of accessibility in island
territories

Description: Availability of transport to move freely between
islands and between islands and the mainland.
Units: No. of transportation means and %

ISSUE: Economic Performance
OPTIONAL INDICATOR
Businesses with access to
broadband

Description: Percentage of business with access to broadband.
Units: %
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‘TO PROMOTE AND SUPPORT A VIGOROUS AND SUSTAINABLE COASTAL ECONOMY’

ISSUE: Energy & Climate Change
OPTIONAL INDICATOR
Share of Biofuels in
Transport

Description: Amount of biofuels used as a percentage of total fuel
consumed.
Units: %

ISSUE: Fisheries & Aquaculture
OPTIONAL INDICATOR
Aquaculture and Fisheries Description: Commercial production of aquatic organisms (fish, molluscs,
crustacean, aquatic plants) in coastal waters.
production
Units: % of vessels using TACs and quotas, set under specific scientific and
conservation criteria , taking into account safe biological limits of the
specific

The SUSTAIN Indicator Set
ANNEX 3: ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
´TO MAKE AVAILABLE AND PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES´

ISSUE: Air Pollution
CORE INDICATOR
1 Air quality (according
to 2008/50/EC, Annex
2)

Description: Number of times limit values are exceeded for Particulate
Matter (PM10), Nitrogen dioxide (NO2), Ozone (O3), Sulphur dioxide (SO2)
(source: European Environment Agency website, data and indicators
http://www.eea.europa.eu)
Units: no. of times limits are exceeded (PM10; NO2; O3; SO2)

ISSUE: Biodiversity and Natural Resources Management
CORE INDICATORS
2 Change of condition of
coastal and marine
habitats and species
that have been
identified as priorities
for conservation

Description: Status and trends of biodiversity and habitats loss. Main
objective identified by the EU with relation to biodiversity.

3 Area of land and sea
protected by statutory
designations

Description: Area protected for nature conservation, landscape or heritage.
Includes marine protected area (if within local / regional authority
jurisdiction)

Units: Number of (A) habitats and (B) species lost since the approval EU
Habitats and Birds Directives. The year of approval of each Directive will be
the baseline year for those species and habitats listed.

Units: Hectares as a percentage of the land area of the municipality

OPTIONAL INDICATORS
Fish passage

Description: Coastal rivers which allow passage of migratory fish to / from
spawning grounds
Units: Number or % of coastal rivers which allow passage of migratory fish
to / from spawning grounds

Terrestrial coastal /
marine endangered
/endemic species with
management plan

Description: Existence of management plans for coastal and marine
endangered / endemic species.
Units: Number or % of species
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Invasive species

Description: Extent to which invasive fauna and flora are present within
coastal and marine ecosystems
Units: checklist of sightings / present; presence of top ten unwanted per
region within each jurisdiction

ISSUE: Change at the Coast
CORE INDICATORS
4 Coastal erosion

Description: Evolution of the shoreline over time.
Units: % of total shoreline that is eroded

Length of artificially
5 defended coastline

Description: Measured by the existence of hard coastal defence works along
the coast (seawalls, dykes, breakwaters, groynes or other hard structures)
Units: % of coastline that has hard coastal defences

ISSUE: Energy & Climate Change
CORE INDICATORS
6 Energy consumption

Description: Measured per capita and per sector. Based on Eurostat
Statistics for the consumption of all EU (27) Member States.
Units: Tonnes of oil equivalent (TOE)/ capita

7 Greenhouse gas
emissions

Description: Based on the EU report giving mean annual emissions of GHG in
the EU in 2008 of around 10 tonnes of CO2-equivalent per person.
Units: tonnes CO2 equivalent /capital

8 Share of renewable
energies

Description: Share of renewables in total inland energy consumption.
Units: % of overall energy use from renewable resources.
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ISSUE: Energy & Climate Change
OPTIONAL INDICATOR
Green buildings (%)

Description: Percentage of buildings conforming to strict environmental
standards.
Units: %

ISSUE: Land Use
CORE INDICATORS
9

Area of built-up land

Description: This indicates the degree of pressure on the coast arising from
urban development and infrastructure construction. A major data source
with harmonized data at European level is the Corine Land Cover (which
classifies this type of land use as “Artificialized areas”).
Units: % artificialized areas

OPTIONAL INDICATORS
Land take by intensive
agriculture (Proportion
of agricultural land
farmed intensively)

Description: The proportion of agricultural land which is being managed
under intensive systems. It is an aggregation of all pressures on biodiversity
resulting from intensive agricultural practices.

Public ownership of
coastal zones

Description: this describes the percentage of publicly owned land in
coastal zones.

Units: % of agricultural land farmed intensively

Units: %

Forested land area

Description: The proportion of land area under natural or planted stands of
trees of at least 5 metres in situ, whether productive or not (excludes tree
stands in agricultural production systems for example, in fruit plantations
and agroforestry systems and trees in urban parks and gardens.
Units: %
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ISSUE: Public Health and Safety
10 Human exposure to

harmful noise levels

Description: Percentage of population exposed to noise levels that exceed
the thresholds set out in Directive 2002/49/EC.
Units: %
population exposure over 50 dB according to Directive
2002/49/EC, Annex V.

ISSUE: Waste Management
CORE INDICATORS
11 Waste production and

disposal method

Description: This includes the production of waste /capita and quantities
of waste generated segregated by disposal method -landfill, recycling, up
cycling, incineration, composting…
Units: kg / capita/ year ; % landfill; % recycling; % incineration; % compost

12 Amount of beach litter

Description: Measured by the amount of litter collected on the beach
Units: % change of tons of litter collected per km of coastline cleaned
since the baseline year.

ISSUE: Water Resources and Pollution
CORE INDICATORS
13 Quality of bathing

water

Description: Proportion of total coastal bathing waters classified as “Poor
quality”, “Sufficient quality”, “Good quality”, or “Excellent quality”
according to the European Bathing Water Directive (Directive 2006/7/EC of
The European Parliament and of The Council)
Units: % of bathing waters classified as good or very good status

14 Wastewater treatment

Description: Proportion of wastewater that is treated, in order to reduce
pollutants before being discharged to the environment, by level of
treatment (primary, secondary or tertiary) (UN, 2007).
Units: % population served with wastewater systems

15 Chemical status of

Description: Environmental quality standards are established in Article 3.2
transitional and coastal of Directive 2008/105/EC Of The European Parliament And Of The Council.

waters
Units: % of water bodies classified with good or very good chemical status.
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16 Ecological status of

Description: According to Directive 2000/60/CE (Water Framework

transitional and coastal Directive).
waters

Units: % of water bodies classified as good or very good status

17 Hydrocarbon spills

Description: The length of coastline vulnerable to impacts of hydrocarbon
pollution incidents
Units: % of coastline affected by major/minor spills in the previous year

ISSUE: Water Resources and Pollution
OPTIONAL INDICATORS
Annual water
consumption (measured
per capita)

Description: The gross amount of water extracted from any source, either
permanently or temporarily, for a given use. Measured in million cubic
metres.
Per capita consumption is then calculated using national
population data
Units: Annual Cubic metres consumed per capita

Collection of rain
water/ rain water
harvesting for urban
supply

Description: The collection and storage of rainwater for future use.
Units: Cubic metres / litres

Quality of coastal rivers Description: Water quality reflects the amount of pollutant present within
water bodies, and can provide information on the relationship between
human activity and pollution sources.

Units: Total number of designated river waters, disaggregated by
classification, or %

Quality of water for
human consumption

Description: Council Directive 98/83/EC on the quality of water intended
for human consumption
Units: %

Wastewater reused

Description: Treated wastewater that is used. For example, industrial
cooling and irrigation in agriculture
Units: %
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Saline intrusion into
groundwater

Description: The gross amount of saltwater that is drawn-in from the sea
into freshwater aquifers
Units:

Canalisation of
waterways

Description: The length of artificial segment/total length
Units: %

ISSUE: Fisheries & Aquaculture
OPTIONAL INDICATOR
Fish catches of species
taken from stocks
outside safe biological
limits

Description: This indicator shows the percentage of fish caught in EUmanaged waters that are taken from stocks that have been assessed to be
outside safe biological limits by the International Council for the
Exploration of the Sea.
Units: % of species monitored for biological limits application

The SUSTAIN Indicator Set
ANNEX 4: SOCIAL WELL-BEING
‘TO PROMOTE SOCIAL UNITY AND DURABILITY’

ISSUE: Demography
CORE INDICATOR
1 Demographic dependency

Description: The demographic dependency ratio is the number of
children (0-14 years old) and older persons (65 years or over) in
relation to the working-age population (15-64 years old) (UN,
2007).
Units: %

ISSUE: Equity
CORE INDICATOR
2 Poverty

Description: Population at risk of poverty
Units: % of population at risk of poverty

OPTIONAL INDICATORS
Actions for the promotion of
equal opportunities and social
inclusion

Description: This may describe actions that are in place and can be
included, such as the provision of an advice bureau, monitoring
schemes and awareness raising campaigns.
Units: % of people covered by actions

Degree of women participation
in decision-making positions

Description: Number of women involved in decision-making
positions as a percentage of all decision-making positions.
Units: % of positions

Unemployment of disabled
people

Description: Percentage of the disabled working age population
not in work.
Units: %
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ISSUE: Education & Training
CORE INDICATOR

3 Educational

attainment of the
population

Description: Proportion of the population of working age (15-64 years) that
has gained post-school leaving age educational qualifications.
Units: % of the population that has gained post-school leaving age educational
qualifications

OPTIONAL INDICATOR
Literacy

Description: Literacy rate is measured as the proportion of the adult
population aged 15 years and over that is literate (UN, 2007).
Units: %

ISSUE: Local and Cultural Identity
CORE INDICATORS

4 Visits to cultural and
natural sites

5 Attendance to

festivals and public
events, organised to
strengthen the area’s
local identity

Description: Number of visitors to cultural and natural sites per annum.
Units: No. of visitors per annum

Description: Attendance levels per annum per capita at public events
designed to celebrate natural values, local culture and local identity and
organised by or with the participation of the local authority under
assessment. Examples of events that can be considered: exhibitions, music
concerts, theatre performances on themes related to local identity (cultural,
natural).
Units: No. of attendees per annum per capita at referred events
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OPTIONAL INDICATORS
Cultural heritage
actions supported
(includes rural
heritage)

Description: Number of relevant cultural projects the local authority or
municipality is involved with (staff time or funding) each year.

Local products

Description: Locally determined method for measuring availability of local
produce to local consumers in a year. This might be a measure of direct
numbers or value or it could be the number of farm markets, or local shops or
businesses such as hotels and restaurants using locally sourced produce.

Units: %

Units: % of the consumption of goods that are locally produced

ISSUE: Public Health and Safety
CORE INDICATORS

6 Provision of health
care services

Description: Health care service provision (by type) per capita (per head of
population), within a certain distance or travelling time. The service provision
includes doctors’ surgeries, dentist surgeries, hospitals and long term care
services for those with special needs or the chronically ill. The relevant measure
of distance or travel time should be determined locally.
Units: % inhabitants within 10 km or 30 minutes of a hospital.

7 Crime

Description: Crime rate measured as the number of crimes per 1000 population
by type of crime (Source to be consulted: EUROSTAT crime definitions).
Units: No. of crimes / 1000 inhabitants

8 Safety provision

Description: Proportion of designated bathing beaches (Bathing Water Directive)
with life guard services provided during the main bathing season.
Units: % of designated bathing beaches with life - guard provision during the
bathing season
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ISSUE: Public Health and Safety
OPTIONAL INDICATORS
Provision of health
care services

Description: The service provision includes doctors surgeries, dentist surgeries,
hospitals and long term care services for those with special needs or the
chronically ill.
Units: no. of doctors / 1000 inhabitants

Life expectancy

Description: Average life expectancy by gender.
Units: %

Perception of safety Description: Percentage of people who feel safe in the local community.
Units: %
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